Instructor: Cheri Taylor
Date: Friday, October 13, 2017 @ Sawmill

Project description: This is a technique class. Learn how to make a fun rope rug. Or, use the same technique to create place mats.

Pattern/Book: Instructions will be given in class. No book or pattern is required.

Fabric requirements: yards and yards and yards of 1-2” strips of cotton fabric. I have used every piece of leftover binding strips and jelly rolls in my stash working on my current rug! Or, buy yardage in coordinating colors.

To learn the techniques, I suggest using what is in your stash.

*IMPORTANT* -- If purchasing yardage, Do NOT CUT strips until class. You will want to experiment with the width of the strips when you learn the technique. I prefer 1” strips but some like the wider strips.

Sewing supplies:
1. YOUR SEWING MACHINE AND ACCESSORIES. Be sure it is clean and in good working order. You will need a foot for straight stitching and one for zigzag.
2. ¼” clothesline or a size similar in diameter. All purpose cotton is fine. For a 55” rug, 3 -200 yard skeins were used. Bring at least 100 feet to get started. Try to avoid polyester or nylon rope if possible as stretches!!
3. SEVERAL jean or denim needles to fit your machine.
5. Your favorite sewing supplies
6. A lunch or snack to share☺

Prior to class: If you are using strips that have been in your stash, they may need pressing. Flat strips are easier to wrap.